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An Empirical Comparison of Linear and Nonlinear

Volatility Models for Nordic Stock Returns

Sofie Kulp-T̊ag!

January 23, 2007

Abstract

This paper examines how volatility in financial markets can preferable be
modeled. The examination investigates how good the models for the volatil-
ity, both linear and nonlinear, are in absorbing skewness and kurtosis. The
examination is done on the Nordic stock markets, including Finland, Sweden,
Norway and Denmark. Di!erent linear and nonlinear models are applied, and
the results indicates that a linear model can almost always be used for mod-
eling the series under investigation, even though nonlinear models performs
slightly better in some cases. These results indicate that the markets under
study are exposed to asymmetric patterns only to a certain degree. Nega-
tive shocks generally have a more prominent e!ect on the markets, but these
e!ects are not really strong. However, in terms of absorbing skewness and
kurtosis, nonlinear models outperform linear ones.

Key words: conditional variance, linear, nonlinear, skewness, kurtosis, pa-
rameter stability
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1 Introduction

During the last decades, volatility has been a popular topic for research in finance.

The reason for this interest naturally lies in the possibility to make as correct estima-

tions of the future risk as possible. A number of ARCH (Autoregressive conditional

heteroscedasticity) models have been presented. The di!erent variants of ARCH

and GARCH (generalized ARCH) models have gained support in performing bet-

ter than other volatility measures, as for example EWMA (Exponential weighted

moving average) and HIS (Historical volatility), see e.g. Akgiray (1989). Some of

studies published during the last years, have suggested that financial time series,

and the volatility in them, can not be perfectly modeled with linear models, such as

the traditional ARCH model by Engle (1982). Although the persistence generally

tend to be very high, the models must not necessarily characterize the real behav-

ior in return series (Lanne and Saikkonen, 2005). Instead nonlinear models as for

example one of the most popular of them, the EGARCH (Exponential generalized

autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity) by Nelson (1991), that can account

for asymmetry in variance have gained support for giving better predictions of the

volatility. The support of using nonlinear models has been given by among others

Koutmos (1998), Bali (2000) and Franses and van Dijk (2004). The nonlinear mod-

els might give better predictions since the variance is not modeled as a function of

the lagged errors (squared) and lagged variance (Taylor, 2004).

Generally, return series are seen to behave in an unpredictable manner, whereas

the volatilities of the series are more predictable. This can be connected to the

hypothesis of e"cient markets. However, since the volatility is more predictable,

in that the volatility is argued to behave asymmetrically, but still in some specific

manners, predictions of future volatility can be made on current information about

the return series or mean. Financial time series are usually characterized by volatility

clustering, excess kurtosis and instead of being normally distributed, fat tails are

often seen. Engle’s traditional ARCH model takes some of these characteristics into

account, but not all. This is why nonlinear models are introduced to give better

predictions of the volatility.

The use of linear, symmetric or nonlinear, asymmetric models also depends on

the stability of the return series or market that is being investigated. On a market

where the returns or the mean behaves in a stable way, the volatility also can be

expected to be more stable, and less asymmetric. This means that shocks that hit

the market are not that common, and when they appear, they do not influence

the market that much. On the other hand, if the market is unstable, shocks hit

the market hard, which contributes to high asymmetric volatility. This directly
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contributes to a rule of what model; linear or nonlinear should be used. If the market

is stable, linear models should work for the modeling of the volatility, whereas when

the market is unstable nonlinear models are to be preferred. However, in reality

it is not always clear what model does the best work, and naturally it is hard to

determine if the series that are being modeled are stable or not.

The purpose of this article is to provide evidences for or against linear and non-

linear models for the estimation of the volatility with a closer look at the third and

fourth moment; skewness and kurtosis. For this, it will be investigated the perfor-

mance of di!erent nonlinear volatility models to traditional linear ones, and how

good they are in absorbing skewness and kurtosis, and how good they are in giving

out-of-sample forecasts. The estimations are done on the Nordic stock markets;

the Finnish, the Swedish, the Norwegian and the Danish (Iceland excluded since

the stock market is small, and thin trading can be a problem). It can be expected

that these, relatively small stock markets generate di!erent results in comparison

to other, larger stock markets investigated in previous studies. However, the Nordic

markets are highly developed, suggesting similar results as for other stock markets.

Similar results can however be expected among the Nordic markets, since they are

pretty close to each other when comparing size, trading activity etc.

The paper contributes to the current research in several ways. First, no pre-

vious studies have investigated, and compared linear and nonlinear models for the

volatility with all the models compared to each other in this study, and from that

investigated how the models perform in terms of absorbing skewness and kurto-

sis. Second, no study investigating linearity and nonlinearity has concentrated on

smaller stock markets, as the Nordic markets.

Di!erent methods for testing linearity and nonlinearity in series have been pre-

sented. The Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test by Engle (1982) is the most known

and extensively used test for GARCH e!ects. Engle and Ng (1993) presented sign-

and size-bias tests for detecting asymmetric e!ects or patterns, and these tests have

been widely used as well. These basic tests and various extensions of them will be

developed and used in this study.

In a paper by Lundbergh and Teräsvirta (1998), GARCH models are evaluated.

To do this, parametric tests are employed, and improvements of the models are

suggested. The null hypothesis of no ARCH e!ects in the standardized errors are

tested for by a misspecification test, a test for symmetry against a smooth tran-

sition GARCH model, and further a parameter constancy test is being employed.

All the tests employed are Lagrange Multiplier tests. The results of the investiga-

tion byLundbergh and Teräsvirta (1998) indicates that misspecification in GARCH
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parameters can be detected to a satisfying extent.

Hagerud (1997) presents two modified Lagrange Multiplier tests to test the ba-

sic GARCH models against other asymmetric models, in this case the Generalized

QARCH and the logistic smooth transition GARCH model. The conclusions how-

ever states that although the tests done can indicate whether asymmetric, nonlinear

models should be used, it can not exactly be decided what nonlinear model should

be used (which one is the best one).

Parallel to di!erent extensions of GARCH models, smoothing methods, as the

one mentioned above, and other alternatives have been developed. The advantage

of these models is that they allow the features in the variance model to incorporate

sign- and size-e!ects of past returns or shocks (Taylor, 2004). The results from

the empirical investigation done in this paper are very much in line with the above

mentioned studies. The volatility of the stock returns on the Nordic markets can

be modeled with linear models to a pretty satisfying extent. However, nonlinear

models that can take into account asymmetries sometimes give better predictions.

The fact that linear models generates satisfying estimates is an indication of stable

markets, that are not exposed to very many and big shocks.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section two below discusses the di!erent models

(linear and nonlinear models for the variance), and further explains the testing

procedure, and how the di!erent features1 in the models can be detected. Data and

summary statistics can be found in section three, where also specifications of the

mean equations are presented. Results of the models and estimations are presented

in section four, and section five concludes the paper.

2 Linear vs Nonlinear Models and Testing Procedure

The testing procedure will start by computing descriptive statistics for the market

indices, and test for unit roots in the return series as a check for stationarity. Es-

timations are then done to determine the mean equation, and preliminary tests for

identification of possible linear and nonlinear ARCH e!ects are conducted with sign-

and size-bias tests by Engle and Ng (1993). The Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test by

Engle (1982) will then be used for detecting ARCH e!ects in the di!erent models.

The parameters in each model will be evaluated so that they satisfy stationarity

conditions and other conditions restricted by the di!erent volatility models. As one

main point, the models (linear and nonlinear) will be estimated and compared to

each other in terms of how they absorb skewness and kurtosis. Specification and

1With features it is meant e.g. remaining ARCH e!ects, stability of parameters etc.
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diagnostic tests will be performed to check for remaining ARCH e!ects and higher

order ARCH/GARCH e!ects, and to check how good the di!erent volatility models

work for the series under study.

Traditional ARCH models can not handle some of the important facts seen in

the volatility. Poon and Granger (2003) points out that the basic ARCH model

can not capture kurtosis in a satisfying way. The standardized residuals in ARCH

estimations tend to include large kurtosis, and in that tail thickness. Further, when

large shocks are controlled for, the ARCH e!ect tend to be reduced, or completely

disappears.

The GARCH (Generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity) model

by Bollerslev (1986) is probably the most commonly used model for handling volatil-

ity. The GARCH model is a linear model where the conditional variance is modeled

as an autoregressive process of past returns (squared) and variances. The model has

many attractive features; it accounts for volatility clustering, captures heteroscedas-

ticity (or time-dependent conditional variance) in the mean equations, as well as

leptokurtosis in the empirical distribution. However, many studies (see e.g. Nelson

(1991), Glosten et al. (1993)) have proved that important facts as the leverage e!ect,

negative skewness and fat tails, cannot be incorporated in the traditional GARCH

model, meaning that asymmetry and nonlinearity in the conditional variance are

not taken into account by the model.

The di!erent models, both the linear and the nonlinear and applications of them

are to be described in more detail in what follows.

The sign- and size-bias tests proposed by Engle and Ng (1993) are diagnostic

tests for the models under study. The tests examines whether the residuals (squared

standardized) are i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed).

The sign-bias test is constructed to test the di!erent impact on volatility that

positive and negative innovations (or changes or shocks) contribute to. The negative

size-bias test on the one hand tests the impact on the volatility that large and small

negative innovations have, when the positive size-bias test on the other hand tests

the impact on the volatility that large and small positive innovations have.

In the sign-bias test that will be employed, (presented by Engle and Ng (1993),)

the squared residual is directly a function of the residual itself;

!2
t = "0 + "1S

!
t!1 + #t. (1)

The dummy variable S!
t!1 takes the value of one if !t!1 < 0 and takes the value

of zero otherwise. The term #t is a white noise parameter. With the test, it is

possible to analyze the conditional variance, since the squared residual is used, and
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in that if the variance depends on the sign of the lagged residuals. The coe"cient "1

measures if the sign of the residual matters, and in case the coe"cient is statistically

significant, it does matter for the conditional variance.

From the sign-bias test the negative size-bias test can be generated, and is written

as,

!2
t = "0 + "1S

!
t!1!t!1 + #t. (2)

As an extension, this negative size-bias test examines not only if the sign, but also if

the size of a negative shock or reaction, have an impact on the conditional variance,

or the squared residual expressed as the dependent variable.

The positive size-bias test is similar to the negative size-bias test, but the term

S!
t!1!t!1, is replaced by the term S+

t!1!t!1 where S+
t!1 = 1 " S!

t!1 . This gives the

test,

!2
t = "0 + "1S

+
t!1!t!1 + #t. (3)

The three tests (the sign-, negative size- and positive size-bias tests) can also be

regressed jointly with the following model that includes all the bias tests described

above;

!2
t = "0 + "1S

!
t!1 + "2S

!
t!1!t!1 + "3S

+
t!1!t!1 + #t. (4)

In what follows, the equations for the mean and the variance are presented and

specified. The mean equation will be specified as a simple AR(p) (autoregressive

model of order p). The equation used when modeling the return series starts from

a simple autoregressive model of order one,

rt = µ + $rt!1 + !t. (5)

The number of lags included in the mean equation will be collected with use of

Schwarz criterion. The use of Schwarz criterion before Akaike information criterion

has been suggested by for example Nelson (1991), with the argument that Schwarz

criterion can select the lag-length more precisely. For testing for asymmetry in

the residuals in the mean equation, sign- and size-bias tests described earlier are

employed. Further, linear and non-linear ARCH e!ects in the residual of the variance

equation will be tested for with specification and parameter stability tests.

Linear and non-linear models and the performance of these models will be com-

pared to each other. First, a simple GARCH model will be estimated for the linear

setup. The traditional GARCH (q,p) model by Bollerslev (1986), that depends on
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both the squared residuals of the mean equation and on its own past values, can be

expressed as follows,

%2
t = & +

q!

i=1

'i!
2
t!i +

p!

j=1

(i%
2
t!j. (6)

This paper will use a setup where both the ARCH parameter and GARCH

parameter equals one; q = p = 1. This setup is used since the GARCH (1,1) model

seems to give fairly good predictions, and according to Bollerslev et al (1992), the

simple GARCH (1,1) model dominates other GARCH models when comparing the

models with Akaike or Schwarz criterion in many, not to say most of the cases. In

the GARCH model, the parameters &, 'i and (i should be non-negative and with at

least one 'i > 0 (in this case however, only one ' parameter and one ( parameter

will be included).

Next, extensions of the traditional GARCH model allowing for nonlinear behav-

ior in the conditional mean and conditional variance will be presented.

The Quadratic ARCH model introduced by Sentana (1995) is an asymmetric

model for the volatility. The generalized setup of the model, or the Generalized

QARCH(1,1) model can be expressed as,

%2
t = & + '!2

t!1 + )!t!1 + (1%
2
t!1, (7)

The quadratic term added to this model indicates that the model can be used as

a second-order Taylor approximation to interpret the unknown conditional variance

function of the model. The parameters &, ', ) and ( are constants, and for the

condition of covariance stationarity to hold for the model, the sum of ' and ( should

be smaller than one ( ' + ( < 1). The individual parameters ' and ( should be

larger or equal to zero, and ) < 4'& for the positivity requirement in the variance

to hold.

The exponential GARCH model was proposed by Nelson (1991), and has become

very popular for modeling asymmetries. In the EGARCH, the natural logarithm of

the conditional variance is modeled and it follows the process,

ln
"
%2

t

#
= & + '

!t!1

%t!1
+ )

$$$$$
!

%
"

%
2

*

$$$$$ + (ln
"
%2

t!1

#
. (8)

The parameters &, ', ) and ( are again constant parameters, and for the stationarity

condition to hold, ( should be smaller than one (( < 1).

The GJR model by Glosten et al. (1993), is often seen as the simplest model

for modeling asymmetries in the conditional variance. The GJR model that has
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similarities with the EGARCH, contains the standard GARCH model, but further

a term that can handle the asymmetry in the variance is included as follows,

%2
t = & + '!2

t!1 + )S!
t!1!

2
t!1 + (%2

t!1, (9)

where S!
t!1 is a dummy variable that takes the value of one if !t!1 < 0 and zero

otherwise.

The parameters &, ', ) and ( are constant parameters and &, ', ( and (' + ))

should be non-negative for the positive conditional variance to hold. The stationarity

condition requires that (!+")
2 + ( < 1. One advantage of the GJR-GARCH model

brought forward by Poon and Granger (2003) is that the volatility persistence is

allowed to change quickly as the return changes from positive to negative, or the

opposite.

The threshold GARCH (TGARCH) model introduced by Zakoian (1994), is sim-

ilar to the GJR model above. The only di!erence is that in the TGARCH, the

conditional standard deviation is modeled, instead of the conditional variance. The

TGARCH (1,1) model is expressed as,

%t = & + ' |!t!1| + )!t!1St!1 + (%t!1. (10)

The restrictions states that the included parameters should be non-negative, and

further that the sum of ' and ( should be smaller than one ( ' + ( < 1).

The Volatility Switching model was introduced by Fornari and Mele (1997). The

VS-GARCH can take advantage of the mean-reversion behavior in the conditional

variance, and follows the process,

%2
t = & + '1!

2
t!1 + )St!1+t!1 + (1%

2
t!1. (11)

The parameter St!1 gets a value of one if !t!1 > 0, and zero if !t!1 = 0, and a

value of minus one if !t!1 < 0. The persistence and the asymmetry in the variance

is here measured through the parameter +t!1 = #2
t

$2
t!1

. Regime switching models

have attracted a lot of interest lately since it is argued that financial markets reacts

di!erent to large and small shocks, and traditional ARCH models can not handle

such facts (Poon and Granger, 2003).

The models estimated in the paper are estimated with the maximum likelihood

function, and the Berndt-Hall-Hall-Hausmann (BHHH) algorithm is used as opti-

mization algorithm. Further, the General error distribution will be used for all

estimations done.

The Berndt-Hall-Hall-Hausmann (BHHH) algorithm iteration process is described
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as,

$i+1 = $i + )iH
!1
t gi. (12)

In the above equation, the parameter ) measures the length of a variable step that

is chosen for maximizing the likelihood in the right direction. The parameter H is

the Hessian matrix, and the iteration process is fulfilled when the parameter g (the

gradient vector) is zero. (Alexander, 2004)

The Generalized Error Distribution (GED) that will be used has the following

density function;

f (z) =
+exp

&
"

"
1
2

#
|z/)|%

'

)2(1+1/%)# (1/+)
,"# < z < #, 0 < + < #, (13)

where the gamma function is expressed as # (.) , and

) =
&
2(!2/%)# (1/+) /# (3/+)

'1/2
. (14)

In the above specification, the parameter + measures the tail thickness, and the

parameter should be close to two for z to be normally distributed. If the parameter

is larger than two, the tails are thinner than the tails of the normal, and if the

parameter is smaller than two, the tails are thicker than is the case for the normal

distribution. (Nelson, 1991).

The sign- and size-bias tests give the first indication about the series and if there

are asymmetric e!ects present. Linear and non-linear ARCH e!ects in the series

will after that be tested for with the Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test by Engle (1982).

The LM test controls for the presence of autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity

(ARCH) e!ects in the residuals of the series, and thus computed as,

!̂2
t = & + '1!̂

2
t!1 + ... + 'q!̂

2
t!q + ut. (15)

The residuals in the equation above are obtained from the mean of the time series,

or return series. From the estimated parameters, the Lagrange Multiplier test can

be computed as the sample size (n) times the R2 value from the above equation

(nR2), and the statistics follows an asymptotic ,2 (q) distribution.

These e!ects are important since the magnitude of the present residuals can be

related to previous residuals. The rejection of the null hypothesis; '1 = '2 = ... =

'q = 0 states heteroscedasticity in the residuals, which supports the use of linear

ARCH models for modeling the variance of the return series.

The e!ects in the GARCH, QGARCH, EGARCH, GJR-GARCH, TGARCH and
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VS-GARCH are tested for with the LM test. For the GARCH, the null hypothesis

is; '0 = ... = 'q = (0 = ... = (q = 0.

For the QGARCH, EGARCH, GJR-GARCH, TGARCH and VS-GARCH the

corresponding null hypotheses are; '0 = ... = 'q = )0 = ... = )q = (0 = ... = (q =

0.

In diagnosing the linear and non-linear models, the GARCH (1,1) model will be

used as a benchmark and starting point to compare the models. Nonlinear models

are compared to this benchmark, and as one of the main point in this article, it

will be tested what e!ect linear versus non-linear models have on the skewness and

kurtosis.

Generally for return series, excess kurtosis can be observed, as is the case for

the return series investigated in this paper as well. Further, negative skewness can

commonly be observed, so the case mostly in this data sample as well.

To test to what degree nonlinear models possibly are better in taking into account

skewness and kurtosis and how good the forecasts of the volatility are, the di!erent

linear and nonlinear models will be estimated. The mean equation in the estimations

will be the one described earlier, or the AR(p) model. As described, the number of

lags included will be selected for all included indices with help of Schwarz criterion.

A simple GARCH model for the variance equation in combination with the

AR(p) model for the mean equation will be used as a starting point for measuring

the di!erent measures. When changing the variance equations to nonlinear models,

the mean equation will remain an AR(p) process with the same number of lags in

all estimations.

To further control how well the benchmark model (GARCH (1,1)) performs in

relation to the other models, or to check how good linear models are in relation to

nonlinear models, test for remaining ARCH e!ects and tests for higher order ARCH

and GARCH e!ects will be done. These tests follow the setup by Lundbergh and

Teräsvirta (1998), and an earlier version by Bollerslev (1986). If the null hypothesis

is rejected, the residuals still contains heteroscedasticity.

Remaining ARCH e!ects means that the standardized residuals contain condi-

tional heteroscedasticity, which is important to locate. A commonly used method to

test for remaining ARCH e!ects is the Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test. The method

proposed by Lundbergh and Teräsvirta (1998) can be obtained from the equation;

ẑ2
t = "0 + "1ẑ

2
t!1 + ... + "mẑ2

t!m + )"x̂t + ut. (16)

The remaining ARCH e!ects are to be detected in ẑt. The LM statistics is calculated

the same way as for the basic Lagrange Multiplier test; nR2, that is the number of
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observations times the R2 value from the equation above.

The vector x̂t is built up from the partial derivatives of the conditional variance

(%2), in relation to the parameters in the basic GARCH model. This gives the null

hypothesis;

x̂t $ ˆ(%2)
!1

t - ˆ(%2)t/-$. (17)

In the case of the simple GARCH(1,1) model, this becomes;

%2
t = & + '1!

2
t!1 + (1%

2
t!1, (18)

which gives;

- (%2)

-$"
= (1, !2

t!1,
"
%2

#
t!1

) + (1(
- (%2) t!1

-$"
). (19)

With this statistics, the correlation in the standardized residuals squared can be

tested for.

A test for higher order GARCH e!ects can also be generated as an alternative

from the equations above. To perform the test for higher order GARCH e!ects, the

z : s are replaced by parameters from the GARCH model, or values of the parameter

!̂2
t!q!1, ..., !̂

2
t!q!r or the parameter ˆ(%2)t!p!1, ...,

ˆ(%2)t!p!s. Again, the LM statistics

can be calculated as nR2.

Generally, when modeling financial time series, and the volatility in them, a

linear model is used as the basic starting point in the modeling. Nonlinear models

are then considered only if the diagnostics indicates that nonlinear models could

possibly be more appropriate. This statement should also be remembered here,

and therefore a basic traditional linear GARCH model will be used as a benchmark

and as starting point in the evaluation of the models. Nonlinear models will be

considered as well, and estimates are compared to each other.

When it can be stated that some kind of misspecification can be seen in the linear

model, the linear (in this case the GARCH) model can be compared to nonlinear

models. This again, can be done with small modifications of the sign-bias, negative

size-bias and positive size-bias test by Engle and Ng (1993).

The standardized residuals (squared) are used as dependent variable and the

partial derivatives as regressors. This gives the regression,

ẑ2
t = "0 + "1&̂t!1 + )"x̂t + #t. (20)

The parameter &t!1 will be equal to one if the asymmetry measures the sign-, nega-

tive size-bias test or positive size-bias test; S!
t!1, S!

t!1!t!1 or S+
t!1!t!1. The vector x̂t
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can be defined as in the equation above. For the joint test that was also estimated

when describing simple sign- and size-e!ects, a similar regression can be done in this

case;

ẑ2
t = "0 + "1S

!
t!1 + "2S

!
t!1!̂t!1 + "3S

+
t!1!̂t!1 + )"x̂t + #t. (21)

The rejection of the null hypothesis, however, does not tell much about which non-

linear model will be the best one. Instead, the di!erent models (nonlinear) must,

and will be estimated and compared to each other.

To test the stability or the constancy of the parameters over time, the parameter

constancy test is estimated. Franses and van Dijk (2004) used a test where the

GARCH (1,1) parameter is tested against the alternative;

%2
t = '1 + '2!

2
t!i + (1%

2
t!i +

"
'3 + '4!

2
t!i + (2%

2
t!i

#
F (t) . (22)

The hypotheses that are tested from the equation above are three di!erent. The first

tests the stability of the intercept; H0 : '1 = '3. In the second test, the stability of

the ARCH (and GARCH) parameters are investigated; H0 : '2 = '4 and (1 = (2.

The third test investigates the stability of the intercept and the other parameters;

H0 : '1 = '3 and '2 = '4, and finally (1 = (2.

3 Data and Summary Statistics

Descriptive statistics can be seen in Table 1 below. The data used in the examination

consists of daily index returns from the Finnish, the Swedish, the Norwegian and the

Danish markets. The observations reach from January 1996 to December 2004, and

includes in that over 2000 daily observations. In all calculations, the logarithmic

returns of the indices are used. The logarithmic return is calculated as,

rt = ln(Pt)" ln(Pt!1). (23)

Generally, minimum returns are larger than the maximum return, indicating

that negative shocks may hit the market harder than positive ones. The descriptive

statistics show somehow a bit di!erent results for the Swedish market than for the

other markets. When the Finnish, Norwegian and Danish markets show negative

skewness, the Swedish show slightly positive skewness. The Finnish index show

higher standard deviation in the return series. This phenomenon is compensated

for by higher mean return for the HEX index. All series included in the sample

show excess kurtosis, supporting the use of a distribution function accepting excess
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Table 1: Summary Statistics for Daily Market Index Returns; Period 1.1.1996 -31.12.2004
HEX OSE OMX KFX

Observations 2250 2250 2250 2245
Mean 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0004

Median 0.0014 0.0010 0.0007 0.0006
Maximum 0.1456 0.0618 0.1102 0.0497
Minimum -0.1742 -0.0718 -0.0853 -0.0626
Std. Dev. 0.0224 0.0121 0.0164 0.0116
Skewness -0.4441 -0.5380 0.1025 -0.2761
Kurtosis 8.7169 6.7461 5.5839 4.9866

Jarque-Bera 3138 1427 630 398
Probability <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

The summary statistics are for daily logarithmic returns on the HEX index (Finland),
the OSE index (Norway), the OMX index (Sweden) and the KFX index (Denmark). The
sample reaches from January 2, 1996 to December 31, 2004. Jarque-Bera normality test
show departure from normality for all indices.

kurtosis, for example the Generalized Error Distribution described in section 2.

A unit root test is conducted (the Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root test),

with the result that the hypothesis is rejected for all indices included.

To decide the number of lags included in the mean equation of every of the

included markets, Schwarz criterion is estimated for every index up to ten lags. The

most suitable number is then collected according to the criterion.

Table 2: Number of Lags to Include According to Schwarz Criterion
Index HEX OSE OMX KFX
Lags AR(1) AR(1) AR(1) AR(1)

The table presents the most preferable number of lags to include in the mean specification
according to Schwarz criterion. One lag selected for all indices under study.

Surprisingly, all included indices suggest one lag as the most preferable number

of lags. The observed value of the Schwarz criterion does not change much when

changing the number of lags, but clearly generates the lowest values for one lag.

4 Results

To get a first indication about the use of linear versus nonlinear ARCH models and

how they perform, sign- and size-bias tests are conducted. The table below presents

the results of the estimations of a sign-bias test, a negative size-bias test, and a

positive size-bias test.

The results from the estimation of the sign-bias test for the four indices give

significant results. This gives an indication that asymmetry can be observed, and

13



Table 3: Sign- and Size Bias Tests
Index HEX OSE OMX KFX
SB 0.00017 0.00005 0.00008 0.00003

p-value 0.0038*** 0.0003*** 0.0008*** 0.0120**
NSB -0.01641 -0.01200 -0.00933 -0.00777

p-value <0.0001*** <0.0001*** <0.0001*** <0.0001***
PSB 0.00165 0.00094 0.00299 0.00193

p-value 0.4626 0.3784 0.0148** 0.0220**
The table reports results of the asymmetry tests sign-bias test (SB), negative size-bias
test (NSB) and positive size-bias test (PSB). Coe"cients and p-values for sign-bias test,
negative size-bias test and positive size-bias test for the HEX index, the OSE index, the
OMX index and the KFX index are reported. Lag length selected using Schwarz criterion.
Sign-bias test: !2

t = "0 + "1S
!
t!1 + #t.

Negative size-bias test: !2
t = "0 + "1S

!
t!1!t!1 + #t.

Positive size-bias test:!2
t = "0 + "1S

+
t!1!t!1 + #t.

***, ** and * indicates a significance level of 1%, 5 % and 10 % respectively.

already here, nonlinear models gain some support. The estimation of the nega-

tive size-bias test also generates very significant results, indicating that negative

asymmetry can be seen. The results of the positive size-bias test on the other hand,

generates significant estimates for the Swedish market and the Danish market, which

leads to accepting positive asymmetry for these markets. However, for the Finnish

market and the Norwegian market, the hypothesis of positive asymmetries can not

be accepted.

Generally, according to the test above, nonlinear patterns can be expected since

the return series shows asymmetric patterns. Further test for investigating this

should therefore be conducted.

Table 4: Lagrange-Multiplier Test of ARCH E!ects
Index GARCH QGARCH EGARCH
Lags 1 5 10 1 5 10 1 5 10
HEX 0.4237 0.8472 0.9301 0.2823 0.7406 0.8879 0.1173 0.5361 0.7968
OSE 0.8503 0.7283 0.1525 0.7978 0.6675 0.1134 0.9924 0.5730 0.0768
OMX 0.3774 0.7806 0.8974 0.3485 0.9605 0.9868 0.6818 0.9942 0.9960
KFX 0.8922 0.8584 0.9705 0.9846 0.8314 0.9648 0.8034 0.8605 0.9815

The table reports p-values estimated with Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test for GARCH,
QGARCH and EGARCH. For every index and model, 1, 5 and 10 lags are used in the
test. Lag length selected using Schwarz criterion.

The Lagrange Multiplier test looks for ARCH e!ects. The test investigates

whether heteroscedasticity or homoscedasticity can be seen in the series (in this

case the index returns). The LM-test is done for all four included markets, and

for di!erent model specifications. First a simple GARCH model is tested, and
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Table 5: Lagrange-Multiplier Test of ARCH E!ects
Index GJR-G TGARCH VS-GARCH
Lags 1 5 10 1 5 10 1 5 10
HEX 0.4305 0.8244 0.9209 0.4149 0.8429 0.9284 0.9251 0.8920 0.9915
OSE 0.7722 0.6922 0.1122 0.5933 0.6518 0.0746 0.1621 0.5447 0.0085
OMX 0.2786 0.9302 0.9751 0.4092 0.9624 0.9925 0.2182 0.6283 0.1260
KFX 0.7336 0.7919 0.9621 0.9999 0.8181 0.9646 0.0381 0.2176 0.2142

The table reports p-values estimated with Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test for GJR-
GARCH, TGARCH and VS-GARCH. For every index and model, 1, 5 and 10 lags are
used in the test. Lag length selected using Schwarz criterion.

further the QGARCH, the EGARCH, the GJR-GARCH, the TGARCH and the

VS-GARCH are estimated. No nonlinear and asymmetric ARCH e!ects can directly

be seen from the estimation of the Lagrange Multiplier test (Table 4 and Table 5).

This indicates that nonlinear models must not be better than linear ones.

From the above results, it is pretty hard to make conclusions about what kind

of model for the volatility should be used; can linear models give close enough

predictions, or can better estimates be generated with nonlinear models? For further

analyzing the performance of di!erent volatility models, the estimation results of

the models in question are presented in Table 6 to Table 8.

From the estimations, it can be observed that the parameters in the variance

equations that have restrictions to be non-negative (&, ' and () all show significant

values at a significance level of at least at 5 %, mostly at a level of 1 %. This

satisfies in that the restriction and the parameters are correctly signed. Further the

other restrictions for the stationarity condition to hold, e.g. that the sum of the

parameters ' and ( should be smaller than unity ( ' + ( < 1) , also seems to hold

for the estimated models.

The estimates of the benchmark model AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) and the non-linear

AR(1)-QGARCH(1,1) can be seen in Table 6 below.
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Table 6: Estimation Parameters of AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) and AR(1)-QGARCH(1,1)
Index HEX OSE OMX KFX HEX OSE OMX KFX

µ 0.0014 0.0010 0.0010 0.0007 0.0014 0.0009 0.0006 0.0006
t-stat 4.7720 5.3020 3.7786 3.5740 4.6767 4.2904 2.1876 2.8890

$ 0.0442 0.0553 0.0177 0.0677 0.0483 0.0603 0.0229 0.0650
t-stat 2.1640 2.4452 0.7896 3.0945 2.3809 2.6536 1.0167 2.9801

% <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
t-stat 2.0956 3.9554 2.7409 2.9559 1.9458 4.7430 4.0931 3.2899

& 0.0578 0.1308 0.0926 0.1014 0.0521 0.1260 0.0918 0.0977
t-stat 7.8977 8.0420 7.1029 7.2795 7.9576 7.3136 6.6450 7.1099

' 0.9422 0.8449 0.8996 0.8872 0.9478 0.8337 0.8891 0.8883
t-stat 150.2184 47.4907 64.0435 61.4020 167.2121 43.1448 57.4327 61.6237

( <0.0001 -0.0008 -0.0011 -0.0004
t-stat -0.0941 -3.8186 -5.9930 -2.6684

Skewness -0.5652 -0.3196 -0.1060 -0.2690 -0.5445 -0.2471 -0.0631 -0.2224
Kurtosis 7.3515 4.0845 3.5939 3.9624 7.1444 3.9751 3.4645 3.8829

SB 0.0002 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
p-value 0.0088 0.0030 0.0015 0.0312 0.0588 0.0022 0.0009 0.0305
NSB -0.0163 -0.0114 -0.0091 -0.0076 -0.0056 -0.0115 -0.0093 -0.0077

p-value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0036 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
PSB 0.0021 0.0010 0.0033 0.0022 0.0005 0.0010 0.0032 0.0021

p-value 0.3641 0.3911 0.0082 0.0120 0.3597 0.3851 0.0102 0.0132
The table presents estimates of the benchmark AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model and AR(1)-
QGARCH(1,1) for the HEX index, the OSE index, the OMX index and the KFX index.
AR(1) mean equation: rt = µ + $rt!1 + !tµ.
GARCH(1,1) variance equation: )2

t = % + &!2
t!1 + '1)2

t!1.
QGARCH(1,1) variance equation: )2

t = % + &!2
t!1 + (!t!1 + '1)2

t!1.

The table gives an indication of how models are capturing not only the first and

second moments, but also the third and fourth moments; skewness and kurtosis.

To first inspect the variance parameters, it can be observed that for both models,

the parameters are highly significant; indicating that the models estimated suits the

data well. For the QGARCH, negative values of the parameter ) can be seen for

some series. This indicates that negative shocks or reactions have a larger impact on

the conditional variance than the e!ect of positive shocks contributes to. To further

inspect the third and fourth moments, it can easily be observed that the nonlinear

model (the QGARCH) performs better in absorbing both skewness and kurtosis.

For all included indices, this is actually the case. Skewness lies closer to zero and

kurtosis closer to three.

The parameters estimated for the sign- and size-bias tests can be seen in the

presented tables as well. Compared to the tests presented earlier, the GARCH and

QGARCH gives rise to not as significant asymmetries as when the variance was not
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modeled with an ARCH type model. However, the asymmetries (sign- and negative

size-e!ect) are still significant.

Table 7: Estimation Parameters of AR(1)-EGARCH(1,1) and AR(1)-GJR-GARCH(1,1)
Index HEX OSE OMX KFX HEX OSE OMX KFX

µ 0.0014 0.0009 0.0006 0.0006 0.0015 0.0012 0.0010 0.0008
t-stat 4.6806 4.3655 2.2208 3.1051 5.0006 5.8633 3.7910 3.8608

$ 0.0440 0.0604 0.0189 0.0563 0.0480 0.0615 0.0270 0.0717
t-stat 2.2101 2.7228 0.8544 2.6099 2.3339 2.6850 1.1743 3.2226

% -0.1405 -0.5839 -0.3167 -0.3717 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
t-stat -7.4546 -6.6901 -5.9485 -5.5235 2.2209 4.3574 2.9960 3.2562

& 0.1314 0.2389 0.1735 0.1921 0.0444 0.0792 0.0667 0.0743
t-stat 9.1903 9.0464 7.5593 8.1325 4.4033 4.4840 4.8210 5.0189

' 0.9950 0.9562 0.9790 0.9758 0.9435 0.8299 0.8939 0.8815
t-stat 510.30 109.28 191.76 151.65 153.69 42.979 58.892 58.566

( -0.0120 -0.0706 -0.0741 -0.0421 0.0263 0.1383 0.0605 0.0604
t-stat -1.1247 -4.3204 -6.7378 -3.1770 1.6108 4.2973 3.4881 2.7828

Skewness -0.6132 -0.2171 -0.0607 -0.2312 -0.5552 -0.1934 -0.0594 -0.2137
Kurtosis 7.5968 3.9569 3.3890 3.8421 7.1812 3.9819 3.5003 3.9631

SB 0.0002 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
p-value 0.0079 0.0022 0.0010 0.0277 0.0424 0.0238 0.0014 0.0264
NSB -0.0163 -0.0115 -0.0093 -0.0077 -0.0055 -0.0114 -0.0091 -0.0076

p-value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0042 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
PSB 0.0021 0.0010 0.0032 0.0021 -0.0067 0.0010 0.0033 0.0022

p-value 0.3669 0.3847 0.0110 0.0158 0.0002 0.3813 0.0092 0.0112
The table presents estimates of the AR(1)-EGARCH(1,1) model and AR(1)-GJR-
GARCH(1,1) for the HEX index, the OSE index, the OMX index and the KFX index.
AR(1) mean equation: rt = µ + $rt!1 + !t.

EGARCH(1,1) variance equation: ln
"
)2

t

#
= % + & #t!1

$t!1
+ (

$$$ #
$ "

(
2
&

$$$ + 'ln
"
)2

t!1

#
.

GJR-GARCH(1,1) variance equation: )2
t = % + &!2

t!1 + (S!
t!1!

2
t!1 + ')2

t!1.

The same patterns that appeared for the first two models can also be seen for

the EGARCH and the GJR-GARCH model. The parameters estimated from the

variance equation are also here statistically significant. It can be noted that the

parameter ' is larger than the parameter ) for all series except the OSE (Norwegian

index).When this holds (' > )), negative shocks or reactions contributes to a larger

e!ect on the conditional variance, than is the case for positive reactions of the same

size. In the case when the non-linear model is an EGARCH model, the traditional,

linear GARCH model performs better in two out of four cases (for two of four

markets), and the EGARCH performs better in terms of skewness and kurtosis in

the other two cases. The estimations of the GJR-GARCH model indicate better

performance than the linear one in terms of skewness and kurtosis in all cases.

However, the QGARCH still performed better than the GJR-GARCH.
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The sign- and size-e!ects for the EGARCH and GJR-GARCH models still indi-

cates asymmetries in a sign-e!ect and a negative size-e!ect.

Table 8: Estimation Parameters of AR(1)-TGARCH(1,1) and AR(1)-VS-GARCH(1,1,1)
Index HEX OSE OMX KFX HEX OSE OMX KFX

µ 0.0014 0.0009 0.0006 0.0006 0.0017 0.0013 0.0014 0.0011
t-stat 4.7208 4.4822 2.3644 3.0488 6.2287 6.8624 5.5771 5.7572

$ 0.0441 0.0630 0.0235 0.0672 0.0469 0.0521 0.0413 0.0771
t-stat 2.1582 2.7710 1.0544 3.0697 2.1759 2.1666 1.8473 3.3239

% <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
t-stat 2.0755 4.6445 3.7831 3.2078 4.3861 4.7240 -0.8511 1.9415

& 0.0582 0.0790 0.0332 0.0742 0.0674 0.1600 0.1135 0.1158
t-stat 5.1069 3.8399 2.9082 4.6733 7.1484 6.8228 5.8711 8.0199

' 0.9423 0.8373 0.8975 0.8879 0.9175 0.6574 0.8162 0.7775
t-stat 148.24 45.162 63.078 61.2974 107.93 21.4850 36.5339 42.4929

( -0.0009 0.0918 0.1094 0.0471 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
t-stat -0.0659 3.5369 6.1726 2.2353 6.8819 6.6045 6.7336 8.2560

Skewness -0.5640 -0.2567 -0.0742 -0.2449 -0.4096 -0.2223 0.0623 0.0311
Kurtosis 7.3474 3.9763 3.4667 3.9648 7.5065 4.0188 3.2385 3.4356

SB 0.0002 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 -0.0001 >0.0000 >0.0000 >0.0000
p-value 0.0088 0.0025 0.0011 0.0320 0.0324 0.0003 0.0093 0.1291
NSB -0.0163 -0.0115 -0.0093 -0.0077 >0.0000 -0.0022 0.0004 0.0002

p-value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.9067 0.0230 0.0186 0.0001
PSB 0.0021 0.0010 0.0032 0.0021 0.0007 0.0022 <0.0001 <0.0001

p-value 0.3643 0.3760 0.0093 0.0134 0.3452 0.0232 0.3485 <0.0001
The table presents estimates of the AR(1)-TGARCH(1,1) model and AR(1)-VS-
GARCH(1,1) for the HEX index, the OSE index, the OMX index and the KFX index.
AR(1) mean equation: rt = µ + $rt!1 + !t.
TGARCH(1,1) variance equation: )t = % + & |!t!1| + (!t!1St!1 + ')t!1.
VS-GARCH(1,1) variance equation: )2

t = % + &1!2
t!1 + (St!1*t!1 + '1)2

t!1.

When looking at the estimated parameters in the TGARCH model, it can be

observed that the parameters ' and ) are both positive in almost all cases (the

only exception for HEX, where the parameter ) is slightly negative). The nonlinear

TGARCH model also performed better than the linear GARCH model in all cases

except for one, where the GARCH was better in absorbing kurtosis.

Asymmetry can be seen for the TGARCH model as well, referring to the sign-bias

e!ect and the negative size-bias e!ect.

The results for the Volatility-Switching GARCH model shows similar results as

the TGARCH model presented. The parameter ' is for all markets positive and

in that naturally larger than the parameter ) which in turn indicates that small

positive shocks have a larger e!ect om the conditional volatility than small negative

shocks, whereas when the shocks are larger, the impact on volatility is the opposite,
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meaning that large positive shocks contributes to a smaller increase in volatility

than is the case when the large shock is negative.

When investigating the skewness and kurtosis parameters for the Volatility-

Switching GARCH model, it can be observed that the model performs pretty well in

absorbing the features. In comparison to the benchmark model, (the basic GARCH),

the VS-GARCH outperforms the model, and in comparison to other models, the VS-

GARCH performs well in both absorbing skewness and kurtosis.

As was the case for the TGARCH model, is the case for the VS-GARCH model

as well when considering the asymmetric e!ects detected through sign- and size-bias

tests. The sign-bias and the negative size-bias test again show significant results.

Tests for detecting higher order ARCH and GARCH e!ects are conducted, and

reported below in Table 9 (ARCH) and in Table 10 (GARCH).

Table 9: Higher Order ARCH
Index/Lags HEX HEX OSE OSE OMX OMX KFX KFX
ARCH(1)1 0.876 0.175 0.086 0.286 0.560 0.143 0.966 0.024

5 0.863 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.693 0.000 0.867 0.000
10 0.714 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.268 0.000 0.936 0.000
30 0.216 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.371 0.000

ARCH(2)1 0.976 0.276 0.131 0.249 0.931 0.426 0.825 0.322
5 0.916 0.024 0.080 0.000 0.555 0.000 0.785 0.000
10 0.920 0.002 0.082 0.000 0.333 0.000 0.827 0.000
30 0.564 0.000 0.031 0.000 0.019 0.000 0.408 0.000

ARCH(3)1 0.567 0.733 0.088 0.327 0.560 0.492 0.923 0.165
5 0.833 0.387 0.073 0.000 0.628 0.000 0.756 0.005
10 0.939 0.658 0.099 0.000 0.424 0.000 0.845 0.000
30 0.907 0.049 0.098 0.000 0.070 0.000 0.419 0.000

ARCH(4)1 0.721 0.602 0.159 0.819 0.665 0.999 0.680 0.300
5 0.961 0.451 0.163 0.394 0.606 0.000 0.924 0.040
10 0.993 0.834 0.182 0.103 0.446 0.000 0.957 0.000
30 0.988 0.661 0.084 0.001 0.061 0.000 0.647 0.000

ARCH(5)1 0.746 0.627 0.137 0.852 0.594 0.659 0.899 0.295
5 0.939 0.508 0.140 0.341 0.676 0.002 0.947 0.123
10 0.986 0.869 0.182 0.194 0.495 0.000 0.965 0.004
30 0.996 0.944 0.109 0.010 0.099 0.000 0.689 0.000

The table presents higher order ARCH e!ects for the HEX index, the OSE index, the
OMX index and the KFX index. ARCH(1)-(5) stands for the number of ARCH parameters
included, and 5, 10 and 30 stands for the number of lags included in the test.
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Table 10: Higher Order GARCH
Index/Lags HEX HEX OSE OSE OMX OMX KFX KFX
GARCH(1)1 0.617 0.423 0.093 0.850 0.498 0.377 0.394 0.892

5 0.854 0.843 0.067 0.735 0.702 0.791 0.796 0.855
10 0.977 0.927 0.144 0.147 0.717 0.901 0.930 0.969
30 0.994 0.987 0.138 0.323 0.265 0.898 0.822 0.762

GARCH(2)1 0.748 0.291 0.098 0.673 0.471 0.554 0.389 0.998
5 0.833 0.744 0.079 0.771 0.678 0.971 0.793 0.852
10 0.973 0.845 0.162 0.156 0.699 0.983 0.929 0.968
30 0.993 0.985 0.145 0.350 0.266 0.930 0.824 0.762

GARCH(3)1 0.614 0.427 0.096 0.327 0.536 0.922 0.429 0.613
5 0.830 0.834 0.067 0.826 0.691 0.972 0.796 0.894
10 0.976 0.891 0.138 0.362 0.707 0.969 0.931 0.990
30 0.995 0.976 0.131 0.474 0.242 0.951 0.852 0.872

GARCH(4)1 0.720 0.959 0.091 0.560 0.418 0.558 0.399 0.664
5 0.843 0.992 0.069 0.990 0.594 0.958 0.779 0.988
10 0.972 0.989 0.154 0.367 0.670 0.964 0.919 0.985
30 0.990 0.998 0.123 0.512 0.260 0.922 0.802 0.783

GARCH(5)1 0.678 0.528 0.119 0.696 0.416 0.605 0.528 0.525
5 0.813 0.987 0.073 0.954 0.608 0.992 0.840 0.878
10 0.955 0.986 0.121 0.682 0.658 0.977 0.906 0.987
30 0.992 0.985 0.112 0.669 0.295 0.946 0.812 0.812

The table presents higher order GARCH e!ects for the HEX index, the OSE index, the
OMX index and the KFX index. GARCH(1)-(5) stands for the number of ARCH and
GARCH parameters included, and 5, 10 and 30 stands for the number of lags included in
the test.

For the Finnish index HEX, the Swedish index OMX and the Danish index KFX,

no remaining ARCH or GARCH e!ects can be seen, with the exception of the OMX

index, when the number of lags reach 30. This indicates that higher order ARCH

or GARCH models would not make more sense, with the exception when lags reach

30 for the Swedish index. For OSE, remaining ARCH and GARCH e!ects can be

observed, indicating the use of higher order models.

Diagnostic tests are done to check for remaining ARCH and GARCH e!ects.

From Table 11 to Table 13 below it can be seen that no remaining ARCH/GARCH

e!ects seems to be present. The diagnostics shows that no clear misspecification in

the models can be observed.
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Table 11: Diagnostic Tests GARCH and QGARCH
Index/Lags HEX OSE OMX KFX HEX OSE OMX KFX

1 0.617 0.093 0.498 0.394 0.802 0.218 0.583 0.284
5 0.854 0.067 0.702 0.796 0.870 0.161 0.691 0.705
10 0.977 0.144 0.717 0.930 0.980 0.290 0.639 0.898
30 0.994 0.138 0.265 0.822 0.993 0.315 0.160 0.824

The table presents Ljung-Box Q-statistics for standardized residuals and standardized
residuals squared for AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) and AR(1)-QGARCH(1,1).

Table 12: Diagnostic Tests EGARCH and GJR-GARCH
Index/Lags HEX OSE OMX KFX HEX OSE OMX KFX

1 0.643 0.314 0.502 0.236 0.880 0.279 0.796 0.444
5 0.917 0.176 0.712 0.666 0.872 0.207 0.700 0.840
10 0.985 0.309 0.642 0.884 0.980 0.383 0.630 0.952
30 0.995 0.354 0.151 0.758 0.994 0.304 0.249 0.859

The table presents Ljung-Box Q-statistics for standardized residuals and standardized
residuals squared for AR(1)-EGARCH(1,1) and AR(1)-GJR-GARCH(1,1).

Table 13: Diagnostic Tests TGARCH and VS-GARCH
Index/Lags HEX OSE OMX KFX HEX OSE OMX KFX

1 0.615 0.248 0.543 0.348 0.791 0.497 0.930 0.816
5 0.853 0.148 0.791 0.752 0.826 0.248 0.488 0.899
10 0.977 0.267 0.734 0.911 0.977 0.344 0.384 0.958
30 0.994 0.285 0.219 0.829 0.996 0.177 0.127 0.686

The table presents Ljung-Box Q-statistics for standardized residuals and standardized
residuals squared for AR(1)-TGARCH(1,1) and AR(1)-VS-GARCH(1,1).

Table 14: Parameter Stability Test GARCH
Test / Index HEX OSE OMX KFX
H0 : &1 = &3 0.0433 0.0001 0.0033 0.0015

H0 : &2 = &4, '1 = '2 0.3767 0.3114 0.0002 0.0090
H0 : &1 = &3, &2 = &4, '1 = '2 0.1123 0.8042 <0.0001 0.0014

Skewness -0.5431 -0.3175 -0.0325 -0.1918
Kurtosis 7.0861 4.0807 3.4840 3.8931

Jarque-Bera 1674 147 22 88
Probability <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

The table presents estimates (p-values) of the parameter stability tests for the GARCH
model.
Parameter stability test: )2

t = &1 + &2!2
t!i + '1)2

t!i +
"
&3 + &4!2

t!i + '2)2
t!i

#
F (t) .

From the three parameter stability tests above, it can obviously be seen that

there are stability problems in the estimated coe"cients (Table 14). The parameters
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or coe"cients are significantly time varying, indicating that the problem of non-

normality remains. On the other hand, when comparing skewness and kurtosis in

the table above with the parameters from Table 1, it can be noticed that skewness

is better absorbed when using the GARCH specification in all cases except for the

HEX index, and kurtosis is noticeable better absorbed in the specification above.

Further, according to the Jarque-Bera statistics, non-normality can be reduced with

the GARCH approach.

5 Conclusions

In this paper it has been presented and compared several linear and nonlinear mod-

els for the conditional variance. Apart from the concentration on the variance pro-

cess, focus has been put on the third and fourth moments; skewness and kurtosis.

Straightforward, it has been investigated how well linear versus non-linear models

performs in terms of absorbing skewness and kurtosis, and further, which model

suits the time series under study in the best way. The investigation also has con-

centrated on finding the best model in generating the best out-of-sample volatility

forecast.

It turns out, as expected that the markets under study reacts in a similar manner,

with some exceptions for the Swedish OMX index. For the variance process, the

estimated results are not that convincing, since it can not clearly be stated that

nonlinear models perform better than linear models. However, the nonlinear models

seem to give slightly better results, but the linear models can not clearly be ruled out.

When concentrating on skewness and kurtosis more clear results can be generated.

The nonlinear models tend, when looking at those measures to perform better,

which indicates that although the nonlinear models must not always outperform the

linear ones in terms of volatility forecasting, they are superior when investigating

conditional skewness and kurtosis.

One direction to take to continue on this line of research would be to concentrate

on periods with high volatility and periods of low volatility. Since volatility cluster-

ing is a pretty well known and proven fact, it could be possible to model periods

characterized by high volatility with one model and periods with low volatility with

another. However, the challenge here is to combine these possible models, and make

the out-of-sample forecasts.
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